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Analysis of the Finite Element Variable

Penalty Method for Stokes Equations

By Haroon Kheshgi* and Mitchell Luskin**

Abstract. We give an error analysis of the finite element variable penalty method for Stokes

equations. It is shown that the variable penalty method is of higher order than the standard

penalty method.

1. Introduction. Stokes system for viscous, incompressible now is given by

-V   D(u)+ V/J = f,    xefi,

V • u = 0, x g Í2,

where u = (ux, u2) is velocity, p is pressure, f is a given body force, ß is a bounded

domain in R2, and

(V •!>),.= Í±.DU,    , = 1,2.

The penalty method for Stokes equations replaces the continuity equation

V • u = 0

by the perturbed equation

(1.2) V    u = -ep,       x G £2,

where e > 0 is a small parameter (see the references in [3], [9]). The purpose of

introducing the approximation (1.2) is that it allows the pressure variable to be

eliminated from (1.1) to give the "simpler" system of equations

(1.3) -V -i?(u)- v(-V -u) = f,       jcefi.

In this paper, we analyze a related perturbation method, the variable penalty

method, which replaces the continuity equation by

(1.4) V • u = -E(f>hp,       x g S2,
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348 HAROON KHESHGI AND MITCHELL LUSKIN

where |<pA(x)| < 1, x e ß, and where cph alternates sign on a grid of size h. This

perturbation method also allows the pressure to be eliminated from (1.1) to give the

system of equations

(1.5) -V    D(u)- V • ( — V    u   =f,       xGß.

The penalty method is often used to eliminate the pressure unknowns from the

linear system of equations which is obtained from finite element (or finite difference)

discretizations of Stokes equations [4]. Similarly, the variable penalty method can be

used to eliminate the pressure unknowns from finite element discretizations of

Stokes equations. Recent numerical experiments have shown that the finite element

variable penalty method is more accurate than the standard finite element penalty

method [5], [6], [7]. The purpose of this paper is to explain these results by giving

error estimates for the variable penalty method that are of higher order for the

velocity than those which can be obtained for the standard penalty method. We also

prove that a higher-order method for the pressure can be obtained if the computed

pressure is appropriately smoothed (or post-processed).

References for known results will often be to the texts, [3] and [9], rather than to

original papers (which are listed in the bibliographies of [3] and [9]).

2. Definitions and Main Results. We assume that ß has a C°° boundary, 3ß, which

is the union of an interior closed curve, Tx, and an exterior closed curve, T2.

Figure 1

We will be interested in the boundary-value problem

(D(u) - pl)n = 0,    xgIV

u = o, xgt,,

where n is the unit exterior normal to Tx. This choice of topology for ß and this

choice of boundary conditions guarantees that (1.1) has a unique smooth solution

for smooth data. Thus far, we have been unable to analyze the variable penalty

method when the values of the velocity are given on the entire boundary, although

the variable penalty method has been tested successfully for this boundary-value

problem in numerical experiments.
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For scalar-valued functions £, tj g L2(ß), we define the inner product and norm

(€,u)-/ín<fc,     llíll2-(«.O-•'0

We denote by //*(ß), k a nonnegative integer, the space of functions

Hk(Q)= (I G L2(ß)|Da£GL2(ß)for|a|<Ä:}

with norm

iiéii2* = E m\\2.
|a|<*

We wish to also extend the above definitions in the usual fashion to vector-valued

functions v: ß -* R2, and we denote the resulting spaces by L2(ß)2, Hk(ü)2, etc.

For v: ß -» R2, ¿: ß -» R, and /, m > 0 integers we define the norm

\\(K,t)\L=b\\2,+U\L VG//'(ß)2,|Gtt"<(ß).

Finally, it will be useful to define the spaces

//¿(ß) = {vG//'(ß)2|v = 0onr2},

and

n={(v,g)|vG//i(ß)andgGL2(ß)}.

We next define the continuous bilinear forms

a(w,v) = (d(w),D(\)),       w,t€¿T¿(Q).

b(r,v) - (r, V v),       r g L2(ß),v g //¿(ß),

fi((w, r), <v, <?)) = a(w,v) - ¿>(r,v) - ¿(?,w),       (w, r), (v, 9) g -Th.

Let c0 > 0 be such that

fi«w, r), <v, 9» < c0||(w, r)||li0||(v, ?>||1>0,        (w, /->, <v, q) G r,.

Since the divergence operator is a map from H^(Q) onto L2(ß), the analysis in [3, p.

50] shows that there exists a positive constant, cx, such that

(2.1) sup     ^'r>'<?'g>)>c1||<w,r>||ljD,       (w,,)Gn-
(Mi^i        ll<v,9>lli,o

Now suppose that f g L2(ß)2. It then follows from (2.1) [3], [9] that there exists a

unique (u, p ) G Vh so that

(2.2) *«u,/>>,<▼,«»-(!,▼),       <v,<7>g^.

We call (u, p) G ^ the solution to (1.1).

To approximate the problem (2.2) we let h denote a discretization parameter

tending to zero, and we let Xh and Mh be finite-dimensional subspaces such that

XhcHl(Q)   and   Mh c L2(ß).

Also, let

rbh = x„xMh.

We assume that cx can also be chosen independent of h so that

(2.3) sup      J(<^',it>'^,ft>)>clM<wt.r>>|lja,       (wA,rA>e^A.
(Vft)ir; ll<V/,.?A>lll.O
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Figure 2

The classical finite element solution to Stokes problem is (uh, ph) g fhh such that

(2.4) B((uh,ph),{yn,qh)) = (i,yh),        (yh,qh)*rbh.

Many of the classical finite element spaces Xh and Mh, properly modified at the

boundary, can be shown to satisfy the hypothesis (2.3). For example, let ß be an

annulus and let {9~h} be a uniformly regular family of triangulations of ß such that

the triangles bordering the outer boundary are pie-shaped and such that the triangles

bordering the inner boundary have curved boundaries as shown in Figure 2.

We then set Mh to be the space of functions which are piecewise constant with

respect to the triangulation, 2Th. We further set Xh to be the space of continuous

functions, wh(x), which are piecewise quadratic with respect to the triangles which

do not border the outer boundary. For triangles, K g 3~h, which border the outer

boundary (see Figure 2), we restrict wh(x) to be quadratic in the inscribed triangle

K' c K with straight edges and vertices [a,, a2, a3] and to be zero in K - K'. It can

be shown [2] that there exists a positive constant, c, independent of h, such that for

v/(x) G //¿(ß) n #2(ß)2,

inf  ||w - wjj < c/i||w||2.
w*e**

The argument in [3, p. 76] can then be used to prove (2.3). Clearly, this argument can

be extended to more general domains, ß, such as domains which are diffeomorphic

to an annulus and which have a convex outer boundary, T2, and to many of the

other classical finite element spaces Xh and Mh which give stable approximations of

Stokes equations. It follows from (2.3) that (2.4) has a unique solution (uh, ph) g Vhh

and

(2.5) \\(u-uh,p-ph)\\Xß<ll + ^)       inf       ||<u-v„, p-qh)\\lß.

The penalty method is to approximate the solution to (2.4) by the solution

(UAe. Pne)  e  *M t0

(2.6) B((uhe,phe),(\h,qh))-e(ph£,qh) = (î,\n),        (\h,qh) g rhn,

where e > 0 is a small parameter. It follows that

(2-7) b(qh,ane)= -e(phe,qh),       qh^Mh.

We can define the discrete divergence operator, Vh ■ : Xh -» Mh by VA • wA = rh,

where

*K. 1h) = (in, V,, ■ wj = (qh, rh),       qh G Mh,

and then (2.7) is equivalent to

(2-8) Vh ■ uhe = -ephe.
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We can thus use (2.8) to eliminate phe from (2.6) to obtain the finite element

approximation of (1.3)

(2.9) a(uhe,Yh)+-(vh-uhe,Vh-vh) = (i,xh),       vheXh.

If the pressure space, Mh, is a space of discontinuous, piecewise polynomials, then

V/, • vA can be constructed locally on the elements. Thus, we see that the penalty

method can be used to eliminate the pressure variables from the discrete equations

to reduce the size of the system of linear equations to be solved as well as the

bandwidth, and the pressure variables need never be included in the assembled

matrix problem [4].

The following approximation theorem is now well-known (although our proof

may be new).

Theorem 1 [3]. // |e| < cx/2, then the penalty method (2.6) has a unique solution

(uhe, phe) G fhh, and we have the estimate that

IK« — "*../>-/wlli.o<

(2.10)

<■ 2(C°,+ |e    I ,    in/ ^ !l

+ M

However, we must consider round-off error in addition to approximation error,

since the linear system (2.9) must be solved in practice by digital computers in

floating-point arithmetic, and it is observed in practice that the round-off error for

the solution of these linear systems by Gaussian elimination is 0(l/e) [4], [5], [6], [7].

This can be explained theoretically by noting that the condition number of the linear

system (2.9) is 0(l/e). Hence, the penalty method is sufficiently accurate for only a

restricted range of the parameter, e. Further, it may not be possible to achieve

sufficient accuracy for any e with the penalty method for some problems, especially

if one is using a computer with a small word length.

The variable penalty method is to approximate the solution to (2.4) by the

solution <uÄe, phe) g rhh to

(2.11) B((\ihe,phe),(vn,qh))-e(<p„phe,qh) = (i,xh),        (v„,qh)^^hh,

where e is a small parameter and <ph is a measurable function satisfying

(2.12) |<pA(x)|<l,       *Gß.

We will show that the approximation (2.11) is of higher order than (2.6) if there

exists c2 > 0, independent of h, such that

(2.13) [ <phtdx^c2h( |v£|dx
•'a Ja

for all functions £ satisfying

|v£|i/x < °°-L
It follows by arguments similar to those for the standard penalty method that

(2.14) b(uhe, q„) = -e(<phphe, q„),        qh^Mh,
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SO

where Ph: L2(Q)

henceforth, that

(2.15)

so

(2.16)

Vfc-uAe= -ePh(<phphl),

Mh is the standard L2(ß)-projection operator. We shall assume,

VhVh e Mh   for 1h e Mh

-£<PhPhe-

Thus, we can use (2.16) to eliminate the pressure from (2.11) to obtain the following

finite element approximation of (1.5)

(2.17) a(uAe,vA)+( — VA-uAe,VA-vAj = (f,vA),       vAe*A.

In our numerical experiments [5], [6], [7], we have used discontinuous, piecewise

polynomial functions of fixed degree with respect to a triangulation of size h for Mh,

and cph has been a piecewise constant function with respect to that triangulation [5],

[6], [7]. Obviously, (2.15) is satisfied in this case and the variable penalty method is

no more difficult to implement than the standard penalty method. There are many

ways to construct yh so that (2.13) is valid. A simple choice for <ph on a rectangular

grid is to let <pA = 1 or -1 on alternating rows (see Figure 3).

In Section 3, we prove a result for the variable penalty method which is identical

to the result for the standard penalty method, which we have given as Theorem 1.

Theorem 2. // |e| < cx/2, then the variable penalty method (2.11) has a unique

solution (ahe, phc) g Vhh, and we have the estimate

2(c0 + |«|)

in*
IK» u*«./> -Ph* 11.0 1 + inf |(u- wA,/> - rA>||li0

+ ¥w

** = 1
<ph = 1 <ph = 1

«>h=-1 <t>h=-1 4>h=-l

CPh=1 d>h = l <*>, = 1

Figure 3
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To demonstrate that the variable penalty method is of higher order than the

penalty method, we estimate the error in the velocity in L2(ß)2. We have assumed

that the boundary of ß, 3ß = Tx U T2, is smooth so that there exists c3 > 0 such

that if (v, q) g L2(ß)2 X H\í¡), then the unique solution (z, m) g Vh to the

problem

(2.18) B((w,r>,(z,m» = (w,v)+(r,9),       (w, r) g r„,

has the property that (z, m) G H2(ü)2 X Hx(£i) and (z,m) satisfies the a priori

estimate

(2.19) ll<z,m>||2a<c3||<v,9>||0>1.

We also now assume that there exists c4 > 0, independent of h, and r > 1, such

that our subspaces Xh and Mh satisfy the approximation property that for each

(v, q) Gfjil Hr+1(ü)2 X Hr(ü) there exists (vA, qh) g rhn such that

(2.20) \\(y-^q-9h)ko<^hs\\(y,q)\\s+1,s,       O^s^r.

The piecewise constant space, Mh, and the continuous, piecewise quadratic space,

Xh, described above satisfies (2.20) with r — 1. Isoparametric spaces which satisfy

the zero boundary conditions on approximate domains and the associated analysis

[2] are required to obtain higher-order approximation properties for curved

boundaries.

In the following, it will be convenient to use a generic positive constant, c, which

is independent of h and e, but which can change from equation to equation. In

Section 3, under the above hypotheses, we will prove the following result.

Theorem 3. Let \e\ < cx/2. There exists a positive constant, c, such that if the

solution (u, p) to (2.4) satisfies (u, p) G Hr+1(ti)2 X Hr(Q), then

(2.21) ||u - uj < c(|e|A||<n, p)\\2i + lAll + hr+1\\{u, p)\\r+x,r).

To achieve a higher-order method for the pressure we define

(2.22) K(x) = K(xx,x2)=l(2hy2>    if W <*,»'-1,2,
\ 0, otherwise.

Let ß c c ß. Then

K*PhÁx)= f K(x-y)phe(y)dy,       x g ß,

is well-defined for \¡2h < dist(ß, 3ß). We will prove in Section 5 under several

additional hypotheses which are valid for finite element methods, when the triangula-

tion is regular on ß.that if ß, c c Ù, (u, p) g Hr+2(ü)2 X Hr+1(Q), and h is

sufficiently small, then

\\P- K*PhÁ\üx

(2 23)
< c(|e|A||<u, p>||2,2 + |e|2||p|| + h2\\p\\2 + h'+iUu, p)\\r+2,r+1),

where HEIß, = fa J2 dx.
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These estimates for the variable penalty method demonstrate that it can be

expected to achieve a desired accuracy at a larger value of |e| than is achieved by the

standard penalty method. Since it is equally sensitive to round-off error [5], [6], [7],

the variable penalty method achieves a desired accuracy for a wider range of |e|.

Further, for a given triangulation, the desired accuracy may be obtainable by the

variable penalty method and may not be obtainable by the standard penalty method.

3. Main Estimates. Let

(3.1)     B.«w, r), <v, q)) = 5«w, r>, <v, q)) - e(<phr, q),

(y*,r),(\,q) G rb.

It follows from (2.3) and (2.12) that if |e| < cx/2, then

(3-2) sup- > yll<wÄ,/-A)||lfl,        (w„r,)eirM.
(vH.qh)e-rbh        IKvA,gA)||lj0 z

Now if (wA, rh) G ybh, we have from (2.2) and (2.ll) that

(3 3)    B°((u*'~Mfh'p,l°~r'>)'(Vh'q'<^

= Be((u- wh,p- rh),(yh,qh)) + e(cphp,qh),        (\h,qh) e rbh.

Thus, it follows from (3.2) that if |e| < cx/2, then

\*Vk*-*k)\\»* (

Hence, we see that

yll(«*e- wA,/>Ae-rA)||li0< (c0 + e)||(u- Y/h,p - Olli.o+Hlbll

\\(u-uht,p-pht)\\lß*\l+-L±-M       mí       l|(u-w„/>-/•„>||l0
/. ,x \ ci     /(»*.'-*>en*
(3.4)

Ci

This proves Theorem 2. We also note that since <pA was only required to satisfy the

bound |<P/,(x)| < l, x g ß, in the above argument, this also proves Theorem l.

For £ g L2(ß), we define the norm

mil=   sup  "¥T'
îe//'(0)    Hi 111

Now for <v, q) G L2(ß)2 X //^ß), let (z, w> G yfc satisfy

5((w, r), (z, m» = (w,v) +(rj ?),        (w, r) e ^.

Then (e, £) = (u - u^E, /> - phe) satisfies

(e,y)+(E,q) = B((e,E),(z,m))

(3.5) = B((e, E),(t- z„, m - mh)) + B((e, E),(zh, mh))

= B((e, E),(z- zh, m - mh)) - e(<phphe, mh),       (zh, mh) G rbh.

Now by (2.9) and (2.20), we can choose (zh, mh) G -fhh so that

B((e,E),(z-zh,m - mh))

(3.6) < c0||(e, £}||li0||<> -zh.m- mh)\\Xfí

< c0||(e, £>||lflc4A||(z, m)\2A < c0c3c4/i||(e, £>||li0||(v, q)\\os.
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Also, we can assume that (zh, mh) g ~Vhh is chosen so that

-£(<PhPhe' mh) = -e(<PhP> mh) + e(<Ph(P - Pht)> mh)

= -e(<php,m) + e(<p„p,m - mh) + e(<ph(p -phe),mh)

(3.7) < 2c2|e|A||p||iH|i + c4|e|A||p|| ||m||i + c4|e| ||£|| ||m||0

< (2ca|e|A||/»||1 + c4|e|A||/>|| + c4|£|||£||)c3||(v, 9)||oa.

Hence, letting v = e and q = 0, we obtain from (3.7) and Theorem 2 that (with

|e| < Cl/2)

INI < c0c3c4A||(e, £)||li0 + 2c2c3|e|A||/>||1 + c3c4|e|A||p|| + c3c4|e| ||£||

3'8) <c(HA|Ku,p>||2>1+|e|2||p||+A-1||(u,jP>|U1J.

This proves Theorem 3.

The following lemma also follows from the estimates (3.5), (3.6), and (3.7) by

letting v = 0 and q G H\Q) be arbitrary.

Lemma 1. Let |e| < cx/2. There exists a positive constant, c, such that if (u, p) G

Hr+l(Q)2X Hr(Ü),then

(3-9)        \\p - pJL < c(|e|A||(u, p>||24 + \z\2\\p\\ + A'+1||<u, p>||r+1,r).

4. Estimates for the Smoothing Operator. In this section, we recall some estimates

and relations for convolution with

K(x) = K(xx,x2) = [(2hy2'    ifW.W<*.
10 otherwise.

The proofs of these results can be found in [1], We note that

f   K(x)dx = 1.

We extend the notation of Section 2 by defining for St c ß and k a positive

integer,

\\if9-  ( è2dx,       £GL2(¿2),

UÛ,k=   E  WD'iÙ,       Í^Hk(2),

UÛ.-k=     sup    &¡&,       i^L2(2),

l*k-* =     sup    &2Í,       ^L2(2),

where

Hk(2>) = closure of C™(3) in Hk(2).

We note that obviously

l€l».-* < ll£lk-*-
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Now for dist(x, 3ß) > ^¡2 h, recall that K * £(x) is well-defined and

K*ttx) = (2h)-2(Xl+h  (Xl + U{y„y2)dyxdy2.
J.xl - h    J.x2 - h

Now it is easy to check that if dist(x, 3ß) > ]¡2h, then

3

dxx
K*è(x) = (2h)'1fX2+

Xj — h

Z(xY + h,y2)-£(xx - h,y2)

2h
dy2

where

and

Li(x)= /«(*i)/2A,     -h^x2^h,

10 otherwise,

.    ,f   x      ¿(*i + h,x2) - £(xx - h,x2)
3i.*i(*) = -¿A-

Here, 8(xx) is the Dirac delta function. A similar definition can be given for L2(x)

and 32 h£(x) so that

£-K*i(x)-L2*d2tki(x).

We have the following lemmas [1].

Lemma 2. If 2 c c ß, then there exists a constant, c5, such that for h sufficiently

small,

(4.1) U-K*èh^c5h2Uh,       |G//2(ß).

Lemma 3. If'20 ccScß, then there exists a constant, c6, such that

(4.2) llÉlk<c6 l€k-i+ E
; = 1

a*. 1.-1
^L2(@,).

(4.3)

Lemma 4. // 20 c c 2 c ß, then there exists a constant, c7, such that for h

sufficiently small and i; G L2(2X),

|£, * £U0,-i « c7l€k-i.        I = 1'2-

|AT*lk,-i < c7|¿U,_!.

Now let ®0 c c ®, c c ® and suppose that A is sufficiently small. Then we have

that

\\P - K * phe\\% ^\\p- K* p\\a0 +\\K*(p- phe) |k

<c5h2\\p\\2+\\K*(p-phe)U0

and from Lemma 3 and Lemma 4 we have that

3

(4.4)

\K*(p-phe)Uo^cÁ\K*(p-pJk,^+ E 3 a- K*(p-Phe)

(4.5) = c6\\K*(p -pAe)k,_i +  E \L¡*diAP -pÄJk,-i
i=i

< WiUP - Pi,,\a.-\ +   E I9/.a(/' -^Jk-i  ■
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Thus

\\P - K * PhtUo < C5A2|bll2 + C6C7\p - phe\s¡_x

(4-6) 2
+ c6c-,2Z MAP ~ Phs)\s.-i-

/-i

Now, by Lemma 1,

(4-7)        \p - pht\a.-i ^\\P - PhMi

<C(|£|A||(u,/J>||2a+|e|2|H|+A-1||<u,^>|U1.r).

The next section will be devoted to estimating

(4-8) IMP - P»*)h,-v
5. Estimates for Difference Quotients. The results in this section are motivated by

the interior estimates for difference quotients for Ritz-Galerkin methods developed

in [8]. We assume that there exists ß c c ß with the property that for A sufficiently

small,

(5.1) 9,,„<P* = 0,       i = 1,2,

where

a    t(   \      t(x + hei)-£(x-hel) .

9,.*é(*) =-Yh-'     *Gß'

and ex = (1,0), e2 = (0,1). We note that if |<¡D/,(x)| = 1 and <ph alternates sign on the

rows of a rectangular triangulation (see Figure 2) in a neighborhood of ß, then (5.1)

is satisfied.

We define for arbitrary open sets Sccß, the spaces

r(2)= {(v,?) eiQsupp(vA,9> Q2}

and

rh(2)= {(yh,qh) G^A|supp(vA,^> çz2),

and we shall also assume that ß c c ß has the property that for A sufficiently small,

(5-2) 3,,„«v„ qh)) G rbh    for (vA, qh) G ^(ß).

We note that (5.2) is valid for the usual finite element spaces of piecewise

polynomials with respect to a triangulation which is regular in a neighborhood of ß

[81.
It then follows from (5.1) and (5.2) that for e = u - uhe and E = p — phe we have

(assuming A is sufficiently small)

B((dithe,di<hE),(yh,qh))

(5.3) = -B((e,E),(c)ihMh,Di<hqh)) = e((phphe,dihqh) = -e(din(<p„phe), q„)

= -e(tph(x + Ae,)9,iA/>Al!, qh),        (vA, qh) G r¡,(Q).

We also need to assume that for arbitrary open sets 2X c c 2 c c ß there exists

a constant c8 > 0, c8 = c%(2x, 2), such that for A sufficiently small and (v, q) g

-r(2x) n Hr+1(Q)2 X Hr(Q) there exists (vA, qh) g rh(2) with the property that

(5.4) \\(y-yh,q-q„)\\lß<cshs\\(y^)\Li^       0<i<r.
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We further assume that if w g C™(2x), then there exists a constant c9 > 0,

c9 = c9(2x, 2, «), such that for A sufficiently small and (wA, rh) g Vh(2), there

exists (\h,qh) G yh(2) such that

(5-5) ||(«wA - yh,urh - qh)\\xo < c9A||(wA, rA)||li0.

We note that these approximability assumptions hold for the spaces Mh and Xh

discussed in Section 2, as well as for other stable finite element spaces used to

approximate viscous, incompressible flow.

If 2 is an annulus, let its inner boundary be denoted by i)2in and let its outer

boundary be denoted by d2ouv We define the spaces

H\(2)= {vG//1(^)2|v = 0on3^out},

rb(2) = {(v,q)|vG H\(2) and q^L2(2)).

Henceforth, open sets 2<z<zü will be annuli. For v: 2 -* R2,£: 2 -» R, and

/, m > 0 integers, we can define the norm

„2 „   „2
ll<v, ¿> Uj.m = IMk, = IlÉlk-,       v g H'(2)\ è g Hm(2).

We also extend the definition of negative norms to vector-valued functions and we

define

2 2 2

ll\w,''>IU,-/,-m=llwlk,-/ + IHU.-m,
2 2 "*

Kw> '•>U-/,-m=lwk-/ + kk-».-
We can define B((w, r), (v, q)) for (w, r), (v, g) g f,,(.©) as in Section 2 with ß

replaced by 2. As before, it is known that there exists a positive constant,

cx = cx(2), such that [3], [9]

sup        l>((w, r) <v, g»  > cJ(wj r)|Uio)        (W) r) 6 n(^})

<v,9>en(S)        ||<V, i)||s.l,0

and a positive constant, c0 = c0(.@), such that

5«w, r>,(v, <?» < c0||(W, r)|Uili0||<v, q)\\3Aß,       <w, #•>, (v, 9> g ^(i2).

It is also known that the regularity result (2.19) holds on 2 with c3 = c3(2).

Finally, we will set

n*(^) = {<w/„ '*> G n*|w» e 7/¿(^) andsuppr, c ¿2}

and suppose that the stability result (2.3) holds for yhh(2) with q = c,(¿0) > 0,

i.e., for A sufficiently small,

sup        -zr.-77.- > cilKw*' r*/lla.i.o»
(5.6) <v*.?*>en*(^)       IKV9/>>lki,o

<w», rA> e rbh(2).

We note that there exist families of triangulations, ( 3~h}, for which the properties of

the triangulation with respect to the annular domain, ß, described in Section 2 hold

for 2. In that case, the argument to prove (5.6) for the constant space, J(h, and the

quadratic space, \h, is identical to the argument given to prove (2.3). We will prove

the following result for the approximation of the pressure by the variable penalty

method under the above hypotheses.
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Theorem 4. Let |e| < cx/2 and let Qx c c ß. There exists a positive constant, c,

independent of h and e, so that if (u, p) G Hr+2(Q)2 X Hr+1(ü) and A is sufficiently

small, then

\\P - K* Ph,eK

(5'7) < c(|e|A||<u, p)\\22 + lelilí, + A2!!/,!!, + A'+1||<u, p>||r+2,r+1).

Now any Sí,ccíicc!¡ can be covered by a finite number of annuli, each of

which is compact in ß. Thus, for the proof of Theorem 4 we may assume that Slx is

an annulus. We will prove Theorem 4 in a sequence of lemmas.

Lemma 5. Let 20 and 2 be concentric annuli, 20 c c 2 c c ß. Then, for A

sufficiently small, there exists a positive constant, c, such that

!K9/,/,e,3„A£}|k,o,-i

(5.8) < c(A||(3,,,e,3,A£) 11^,0 + |<91>*e,3i,*£>k-i,

+ kWI<u,/»>||2,2+|e|

Proof of Lemma 5. Let 2' be an annulus such that 20 c c 2' c c 2 are

concentric annuli and let co g Q?(2') with to = 1 on 20. Then, we have

IK9,.jr*>3.-.A£)lk-<w <IKw9/,Ae, w9,,a^)IU,o,-i
(5.9) (<o3,,/,e,v)+(to3iV[£,g)

= sup -!-.

(\,q)^L2(Sl)2XHl(S)) ll(v> ̂ Olko.l

Now let (z, m) g yh(2) be the solution to

(5.10) B«w,r>,(z,w» = (w,v)+(r,?),       (yy, r) & rh(2),

where (v, q) g L2(2)2 X H\2). Then,

(5-11) IK*,*>ILai< c3\\(v,q)\\3A1.
Hence, for <v, q) g L2(2)2 X H\2),

(«9,,Ae,v) +(udlhE,q) = B((o}dlJ,e,ud,hE),(z,m))

= 5((3,Ae, 3,,A£>, (coz, com» + /((3,,„e, 3,,A£>, (z, m))

-2

,2

(5.12)

where

(5.13)

/«3,,„e,3,,„£>,<z,m»

~l 3w ^ r.   / \\     „i^ 3   / 3co 3w    \\

+ ((ai)A£)V<o,z)+(a/iAe,(vw)m)

< c|<3/,/,e, aj,/l£>U,_1,_2||<z, w)IU,2,i

< cc3| (3I?Ae, 3,iA£) k-i.JI(v> ?> lU.o,i-

Now, by (5.3) for arbitrary (zh, mh) g Vh(2),

(5 14)    ß^9'-*e,9''''£^WZ'ww^

= ß((3,,Ae, 3, Ä£), (coz - zA, com - mh)) - e(<p£uhpht, mh).

Now, by (5.4), we can choose (zh, mh) G yh(2), so that

(5.15) ||(coz - zh,um - mh)\\xo^ c8A||(coz, com>||@i2-1.
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Hence,

fi((9,,Ae, 3,.iA£),(wz - zh,um - mh))

(5.16) < c0\\(?)¡he,dihE)\\!¡¡tX0csh\\("Z,um)h,2,i

< cA||(3,. Ae, 3/,*£>IU.li0||<v, ?>IU,o.i-

Further,

-(<Pa3,,a/>a«> m„) = (q>$uhpbt,um - mh) -(<f>fi,Mphe,um)

= (<P>Pi.hP>um - mh) +(<P>ß,,h(phe- p),">m - mh)

-(<P>ßl,hP>0>m) +(<PÂ.h(p- Phi), <*m).

Now, by (5.15),

(<Pißi.hP> um - mh) < 4p\\ihm - mh\\ « ch\\p\\i\\(uz, com)||S21,

(vÂAPhi-p)'*"» - mh) < -^-||w« - mh\\ < c||£||||(coz,com)||S21,

by (2.13),

A<P>P,,hP' um) < cAlbllzllcomll^,!,
and

(<Ptß,.„(p - Phe)*03™) = -(<Ph(x + he,)E,d,hum) < c||£|| ||com|ki.

Thus,

-(<PÂ.hPht> m„) *£ c(h\\p\\2 + ||£||)||(z, m)\\sxx

<c(A|b||2+||£||)|Kv,?>|k0il.

The result of Lemma 5 now follows from (2.20) and Theorem 2.

Now, for A sufficiently small, by Theorem 3 and Lemma 1,

l(3,,A«>3/,A^>k-i,-2<cIKe'£>lk-i

<c|e|A||(u,p>||2,1 + cH2||/>|| + cA-1|Ku,p>||r+1,,

Hence, we have from Lemma 5, that

ll(9<.*r*A*£>IU».«w

(5.18) < c{h\\(^,\hE)\\s^ + \t\h\\(n,p)\\2:i

+ H2|b|| + A-1|K«,jP>||r+lir).

Thus, it remains to estimate A||(3, Ae, 3,-,A£)lki,n-

We first prove the following lemma.

Lemma 6. Let 2Q c c 2 be concentric annuli. Then there exists a positive constant,

c, such that for A sufficiently small and (wh, rh) g yh(2) satisfying

*«**, »*>,<▼*. <7a» = o,      <v„, qh) ^rh(2),

we have

(5.19) ||(wA, /-Ä>lk,i,0 < c(a||(wa, rh)\\9iJ0 +|<wA, O^.,).
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Proof. Let 2' be an annulus such that 20 c c 2' c c 2 are concentric annuli,

and let to g Cf(2') with to = 1 on 20. Let <WA, Rh) G i^hh(2) satisfy

S«iowA-WA)torA-ÄA>,<vA,t7A» = 0,       <vA,?A) efi((S).

Then by (5.5) and (5.6),

||(wwA- WA,wrA-ÄA)|ki,o

(5.20) < fl + ^) inf ||(tow, - vA, urh - qh)\\9Jfi

<cA||(wA,rA)|k10.

Thus,

IKwA,rA)|kili0<||(towA,iorA)|k10

(5.21) <||<«WA - W„,cor„ - /OIL.i.o + II<WA, ¿OlL,i,o

<cA||(WA,rA>|U,li0+||(W„ÄA)||@h0.

Now, by (5.6),

t*Vt\ 11/117       D   Ml ^      -1 c„„ £((WA>-flA),(VA>gA»
(5.22) IKWA,ÄA)|klj0< c/ sup-,

(V*)e4(S) IKVA'^A>IU,1,0

and for <vA, qh) G rhh(2),

5«WA,ÄA),(vA,9A» = 5((towA,WrA>,<vA,9A»

= -S((wA, rA), (wvA, «?A» + /((wA, rA), <vA, ?A»,

where

/«**.»*>.(▼*.«*» = 2Í g^wAy, ̂ (vjl

„/ 3   / 3to 3co

(5-23) +2(^a(V+^'%

+ (rhVu,\h) + (wh,Vuqh)

< c|(wA, '•a>U,o,-iIKva,9a)IU,i,o'

and by (5.5) we have for <V„ Qh) G rh(2) C yfcA(0),

*((**.'*},("**."?*» = ^((WA^A>)("Vh- V„, uqh-  Qh))

(5.24) < c||(wh, rA)|kli0cA||(vfc, í7a>IU,i,o

< cA||(wh, rA)||Sili0||(vh, t7A>IU,i,o-

Thus, it follows from (5.22)-(5.24) that

(5.25) ||(WA, ÄA>|ki,o < c{h\\(yvh, rh)\\B<10 + |<wA, rh)\B0__x).

The result of Lemma 6 follows from (5.21) and (5.25).

Finally, we prove the following lemma.

Lemma 7. Let 2Q be an annulus. Then there exists a constant, c > 0, such that for A

sufficiently small,

(5.26)A||(3/,Ae,3I,A£>|k,1,o<c(|£|A||(u,Jp>||2a+H2||p||1 + A'+1||<u,p>|U2ir+1).
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Proof. Let 2¿, 2', and 2 be annuli such that 20czcz2r]cz<z2'czcz2czczÙ

are concentric annuli, and let co g C™(2') with co = 1 on 2-. Next, let (WA, Rh) g

yhh(2) be the solution to

B((-y\h,Rh),{yh,qh)) = B({^lhn,^hp),{yn,qh))

(5.27)
+ e(<P*ß/.A/»Ae. ?*).        <v*. ?a) g *mW-

Then it follows by (5.6), the stability of £ on ^bh(2) X "fhh(2), that

||(to3,.Au- WA,(o3/iA/>-/iA)|ki,o

M1   +    ?      , xÍnf^   /tBJKw8i.*rU-V*.w9i,*/'-9A>lkl/)
V Cl / <v*.?*)en*(S)

(5-28) +^I|9„^AJU
ci

<ca1<«,jp>IU2,,+i+^(IKa(/'a«-p)IU + IKa/'IU)

<cAl|(u,p>|U2,r+1+^||£||+cHIH.

We have, by the triangle inequality,

A||(3,,Ae, 3,-,A£>|k,i.o < h\\(K>P ~ wa- KhP ~ * a>IU0,i.o

+ ä||(Wa - 3/iAuAt, £,, - 3,,An£)lk,i,o

(5'29) < c(|£|A||(u, p>||2il +|A||, + A'+1(u, />>||f+2,r+1)

+ A||<WA - dihuht, Rh - 3/iA^Ae>lk.i,0.

Now

(5.30) £((W, - 3/iAuAi, Rh - 3mPa«>, <Va,?a» = 0,       <v„ ÍA) G rh{2¿).

Thus, by Lemma 6,

ll(W„ - 3,iAuAe, £„ - 3,,^/,E)lk,i,o

< c(A||(WA - 3i>AuAe) £,, - 9„^Ae>|k,1,o

+ I(wa - 3/iAuAe, £A - 9,,,,/Ok,o,-i)

(5.31) < cA||(3,,,e,3,,A£>|ka,0 + c\(ditlfi,3,,A£>k.o,-i

+ ̂ II(9,,a« - WA,3,-A£A - 3/iA^)|k>lfl

+ f|(9,,Au - wa,9,,a£a - 3,-.A/»>k,o,-i

< c||(e, £)|Ua,0 + c||(co3,,„u - W„, «3,,A/> - Rh)\\3X0
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Hence, we have that

A||(WA - 3,,AuAe, Rh - d,jpht)\\a ÏS)

(5.32) . ,
< c(|£|A||(u, p)\\2J + \e\ \\p\\x + A'+1||(u, p>|L2,r+1).

The result of Lemma 7, (5.26), now follows from (5.29) and (5.32).

We finally turn to the proof of Theorem 4. As we remarked earlier, since ß',

ß' c c ß c c ß, can be covered by a finite number of annuli, 20, which are

compact in ß, we may assume that ß' = 20 is an annulus. Now, since ß' = 20 c c ß,

there is an annulus, 2, such that 20 c c 2 c c ß and such that 20 c c 2 are

concentric. It then follows from (4.6) and (4.7) that

lb -K*pJSo < c(|£|A||(u, p>||21 +\s\2\\p\\ + h2\\p\\2 + A'+1||(u, ^>||r+li,)

+ cE l|9„A(/J-^Ae)IU,-l-
i-l

Now from (5.18) and Lemma 7 we have for A sufficiently small,

(5.34) \\d,h(p-PJ\U_x^c(\e\h\\(u, p)\\2a +|£|2||jP||1+A-1||(u,jp)|U2,r+1).

Thus, from (5.33) and (5.34), we obtain

\\P - K * Pheho

(5.35) , ,
< c(|£|A||(u, />>||2,2 + \e\2\\p\\x + h2\\p\\2 + A'+1||<u, p>||r+2,r+1).

This completes the proof of Theorem 4.
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